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OUR NEW SAR’s OFFERING
We have some exciting news to announce for anyone involved in the preparation of
responses to Data Subject Access Requests (DSARs)…we have been busy working on,
and are in line to release our new SARs offering - Nalytics SARs 2.0 - this summer.
There has been a tremendously positive response to our existing version of Nalytics
SARs, with our customers finding it an invaluable tool in their quest to produce fast,
accurate and compliant responses to Subject Access Requests.
Encouraged by this success, and with the aim of expanding the capabilities and
enhancing the user experience, we are producing a new and improved Nalytics SARs
solution. We have listened to your suggestions for changes and additions to make
Nalytics SARs even more valuable in your SAR response process.
The changes you will find in Nalytics SARs 2.0 include, a makeover of the user interface.
The clean and intuitive design accelerates user adoption and minimises training needs.
Easy to interpret menus provide access to all stages of the SARs process. Breadcrumbs
and Status Markers provide context and an easy means of navigation. Expanded
document tagging enables document classification, e.g. to mark a document as
containing legally privileged information or as requiring clarification. Our already powerful,
redaction capabilities have been extended to facilitate redaction at both document and
data set levels. These are just a few of the enhancements you will see in Nalytics
SARs 2.
Sneak peak

Thorntons Law has
adopted Nalytics
SAR's

Nalytics
partners with
Evident Proof

Thorntons are now using
our new SAR's platform to
help fulfill their GDPR SAR
compliance obligations.
Thorntons will be jointly
presenting our DSAR's
Briefing on August 6th.

Integration between Nalytics
and Evident Proof now
provides an immutable audit
of each SAR ensuring both
the SARs process and
resulting artefacts can be
verified, if either are in
question.

Click for case study

Read more

Nalytics solution
now available
within Reynen Court
Customers will be able to trial,
test and provision Nalytics
directly from the Reynen Court
platform into their chosen
infrastructure.
Read more
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OUR RECENT RPA WEBINAR
There is much buzz in the IT industry and a
growing demand for what Gartner have
identified as the top trending technology for
2020 “Hyper automation”. Also known as RPA
or Robotic Process Automation, this is basically technology for automating repetitive
computer-oriented tasks.
We are seeing a growing demand for this type
of service across the UK and Europe and
which complements and provides an opening
to introduce our unstructured data analysis
and processing with Nalytics as well.
View the recording

EVENTS AND OTHER NEWS

GDPR with MAPS
SOLUTIONS

The NALYTICS
CHALLENGE:

30TH JULY

Take Part Today!

Andrew Chilvers, Head of
GDPR, MAPS Solutions
Europe will discuss and
explore GDPR
Compliance, process and
technology strategies.

DSAR's BRIEFING
6TH AUGUST
Understand DSARs
compliance obligations,
the challenges in
responding and how
automated technology can
support you. A real-life
case study from Thorntons
Law presented by Morgan
O'Neill, Director of Data
Protection Services and
Sarah Blair, Director of IT.

It's simple: you provide us with
real content and we'll set you
up with a secure account to
show you how Nalytics could
enhance the way you work
with your data. No licensing or
consultancy fees, just an
opportunity to experience the
power of our precision-search
solution for free!
SIGN UP

FREE OFFER!
ONE DAY WITH YOUR
ROBOT
Like what you see from our
Webinar above?
We are offering a one-day trial of
our RPA developers for free to
introduce you to the possibilities
of RPA.
Making use of one of our
developers is absolutely
non-committal. We are here
to help and believe we can
demonstrate real benefits to your
business with this system.
If you have any questions get in
touch or view our page below for
more details and to sign up.
More information and sign up

SIGN UP

BREAKING NEWS
Allen & Overy
Top Global Law firm Allen & Overy are now a customer of Nalanda after selecting Nalytics.

Legal Pioneer
Nalytics starts a partnership with Legalpioneer, a Legalcomplex.com service
Raymond Blijd founder and CEO "partnership with Nalanda Technology will bring the world of
professional services closer to SmartTech”
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